WORLD LEADER IN COMPLETE DIGITAL MEASURING SOLUTIONS

FACTORY SOFTWARE
The complete software solution to digitize and optimally
manage the flow of information in your stone shop
MAIN FUNCTIONALITIES
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CAD drawing tool: Draw a digital template
from scratch or check and edit digital templates
based on Proliner measurements in 2D
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Create production pieces
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Export drawings, reports and production files
with dedicated DXF-output formats
for CNC machinery
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Build a digital slab inventory
for engineered stone slabs:
- Add slabs based on dimensions
and sample images or photos
- Import digital slabs from other libraries
- Mark the working area, defects
and reference points for CNC machinery
- See what is in stock, ordered and reserved
- Use digital slabs for matching
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Get a quick cost estimation
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Manage project files and images
Create libraries with collections of materials,
cut-outs, profiles, drawing shapes
Import Proliner measurement files

Construct multiple planes in 2D/3D
and create solids
Check and correct solid collisions in 2D/3D

Build a digital slab inventory
for natural stone slabs:
- Add slabs with a fixed calibrated set-up,
camera and green screen
- Add slabs with a flexible set-up,
based on a Proliner measurement
and a photo
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Edit CT: Use the embedded Proliner software on
your desktop
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FACTORY DRAW

Check, edit and export digital templates with the fast and easy to use CAD drawing tool

FACTORY DRAW ADVANCED

Check, edit and export digital templates with the fast and easy to use CAD drawing tool
& Construct vertical planes in 2D/3D, create solids, check for collisions and eliminate all uncertainty before installation

FACTORY DESIGN

Check, edit and export digital templates, construct vertical planes in 2D/3D, create solids and check for collisions
& Create slabs based on dimensions and sample images, add them to your stock and use them for matching on your solids

FACTORY FABRICATOR

Check, edit and export digital templates, construct vertical planes in 2D/3D, create solids and check for collisions
& Add real slabs to your stock using a camera set-up or Proliner measurement. Match and create aligned pattern designs

WWW.PRODIM-FACTORY.COM
Watch the Factory videos online to fully comprehend the capabilities of the software

Prodim International BV Phone: +31 492 579050
Lagedijk 26, 5705 BZ Helmond, The Netherlands
Prodim USA Phone: +1 772 465 4000
7454 Commercial Cir. Fort Pierce, FL 34951, USA
info@prodim-systems.com

SEE WHICH
FACTORY SUITE
IS BEST FOR YOU
WATCH THE VIDEOS ON
PRODIM-FACTORY.COM
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